March 31, 2020 – Jeremy Berg  
Faculty, University of Chicago  
Title: The population genetics of complex genetic disease: a new look at some old models  
Host: Graham Coop

April 7, 2020 – Postdoc Flash Talks  
(Further details will be provided prior to April 7th.)  
Hosts: Matthew Osmond and Denon Start

April 14, 2020 – TBA

April 21, 2020 – TBA

April 28, 2020 – Elizabeth Crone  
Professor, Tufts University  
Title: Insect phenology in changing environments  
Host: Sebastian Schreiber

May 5, 2020 – Emily Longman  
Graduate Student, Population Biology Graduate Group, Sanford Lab, UC Davis  
Title: Local adaptation and eco-evolutionary dynamics in marine intertidal invertebrates  
Host: Eric Sanford

May 12, 2020 – Cassandra Ettinger – Exit Seminar  
Graduate Student, Integrative Genetics and Genomics Graduate Group, Eisen Lab, UC Davis  
Title: All the small things: taxonomic diversity of the bacterial and fungal communities associated with the seagrass, Zostera marina  
Host: Jonathan Eisen

May 19, 2020 – Isabelle Neylan  
Graduate Student, Population Biology Graduate Group, Sih / Stachowicz Labs, UC Davis  
Title: Understanding the eco-evolutionary contexts that promote adaptive transgenerational plasticity in a changing world  
Hosts: Andy Sih and Jay Stachowicz

May 26, 2020 – Nicholas Saleh – Exit Seminar  
Graduate Student, Population Biology Graduate Group, Ramirez Lab, UC Davis  
Title: The evolution of sociality in the orchid bee, Euglossa dilemma  
Host: Santiago Ramirez

June 2, 2020 – Serena Caplins – Exit Seminar  
Graduate Student, Population Biology Graduate Group, Grosberg Lab, UC Davis  
Title: The evolution of developmental mode using intra and interspecific contrasts  
Host: Rick Grosberg